lifestyle
beauty

the stars
During awards season, Tinseltown’s finest put their precious assets in the hands of these six beauty
experts. Here are the products they trust to work their red-carpet magic

Hair Heroes
Hot shot

Robert Vetica

Celebrity clients
Salma Hayek,
Cate Blanchett,
Scarlett Johansson

claim to fame His faux
bobs (like Cate Blanchett’s at
the Golden Globes) and
elegant bouffants are some of
the most-talked about coifs
from his nearly three-decade
career, but Robert’s customized glossy blowouts are the
“mane” attraction at his
eponymous L.A. salon.
practise makes perfect Selecting a
do is no easy feat. “We always do a pre-plan the
week prior so there are no mistakes the day of,”
says Robert. “After we get a feel for the dresses,
I go to my archives and start pulling images. I
have thousands of photos [on my iPad] on an
ongoing basis.”
Top tip Instead of reaching for the scissors every time you’re

itching for a change, try moving your part for a big
impact. “If you wear your hair parted down the
middle, try parting it on the side, making a
deep part using the arch of your eyebrow
as a guide,” says Robert.

Can’t get enough of …

Velecta blow-dryer. “It’s powerful
and compact and has an engine that should last me
until the next century.” Velecta Paramount Paris TGR4000
Ionic Blow Dryer, $160, velecta-paramount.com
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Colour
connoisseur

Tracey cunningham
Celebrity clients

Gwyneth Paltrow,
Cameron Diaz,
Jennifer Lopez,
Drew Barrymore

claim to fame She’s
known for crafting the icy
hues of Hollywood’s hottest
blonds – and if you’re
wondering who helped usher in the ombre
trend (as seen on Drew Barrymore, Jessica Biel and Lily
Aldridge), that’s Tracey. “It’s a true hair moment, like the
“Farrah” or the “Rachel,” says Tracey of her calling card.
Attainable beauty Looking to Trac-ify
your strands? Book a seat at the colourist’s
Beverly Hills salon, Mèche, for a spin in her chair.
“Everyone deserves to feel pretty, and if there’s
some role that I can play in people’s lives for
that, then I consider it an honour.”
Top tip Take the time to blow-dry. “I always
[make] an effort in some way with my makeup
and hair. People treat you differently – especially
if you’re trying to be taken seriously in a
professional world.”
Can’t get enough of … Redken Shades
EQ. This salon-only hair colour is “vital to my
colour game,” says the expert. “It’s not harmful
and actually helps the hair to maintain health
during a process that can be anything but!”
Redken Shades EQ, prices vary by salon, redken.ca
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Stars behind

Makeup Masters
Smoke Show
GEORGIE EISDELL

Celebrity clients

Rose Byrne, Dianna Agron,
Carey Mulligan

claim to fame Her smoky eye
effect is known in Hollywood circles
as the “killer eye.” “I love all levels
of a smoky eye, whether it be super
natural or really dark and strong.
test of time It’s been more

than three years since Georgie
created Carey Mulligan’s flawless
face for the Wall Street: Money
Never Sleeps première, but it’s still
the artist’s favourite look.

Top tip “Apply eyeshadow like a
windshield wiper – back and forth – to
get beautifully blended shadow.”
Can’t get enough of …

Yves Saint Laurent Faux Cils mascara. “I’m obsessed
with this mascara. It gives me the perfect lash – full,
fluffy and long.” YSL Volume Effet Faux Cils Shocking
mascara, $36, yslbeauty.com

dare devil

Rachel goodwin
Celebrity clients

Diane Kruger, January Jones,
Emma Stone

claim to fame “I definitely have a more fashion-minded approach to red-carpet
beauty,” says the pro whose
work has appeared in fashion
tomes Harper’s Bazaar and
Vogue. “I like to push boundaries and make bold choices.
I like to take beauty risks.”
wonder women “Sometimes I have to pinch
myself that my profession allows me to collaborate
daily with the women who have inspired me my
whole life.”
Top tip “Makeup is meant to be fun and empowering. If it feels like work, you’re doing it wrong.”
Can’t get enough of … “My brushes. An airline
recently lost my kit and I’m still mourning. It took almost
two decades to collect them.” Chanel Foundation Brush #6,
$47, chanel.com

Nail Gurus

The ‘Man’-icurist
tom Bachik

Celebrity clients Jennifer Lopez, Victoria Beckham,
Zooey Deschanel, Beyoncé

claim to fame The nail tech calls his

style “the ‘man’-icure.” “It’s the whole
package,” says Tom. “It’s a myopic
attention to detail like consistent
shape, meticulous cuticles and soft,
glowing skin.”

Bragging rights “One of the

coolest experiences I ever had was
being flown down to Chile for an
emergency nail repair. Amazing!”

top tip “While letting the polish

dry between coats, dip a gel eye
liner brush in polish remover

Can’t get enough
of … “L’Oréal Paris Colour
Riche Nail. On-set, the last
thing I need to throw into
the mix is nail polish that’s
difficult to apply.” L’Oréal
Paris Colour Riche Nail in Royal
Reinvented, $7, lorealparis.ca

Match maker

Christina Aviles

Celebrity clients

Rihanna, Jessica Chastain,
Amanda Seyfried

claim to fame While nail
art still dominates the red carpet,
Christina’s classic nude mani is
her signature. “Not all nudes
will look good on everyone; skin
tone plays a huge role. Over the
years I’ve gotten pretty good at
choosing the most flattering
nude for my clients.”
Mix Master Sometimes two
is better than one. “For the 2013
Oscars with Jessica Chastain, I
layered two very different Chanel
shades which resulted in the
perfect bronze to match her gorgeous gown.”
Top tip Nothing completes a red-carpet manicure
like a layer of high shine finish, says the pro.
Can’t get enough of …

“A quality nail buffer and Seche Vite top coat.”
Seche Vite Dry Fast Top Coat, $9, seche.com
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